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digital audio for your whole home...without the wires

Introducing Eos, the �rst digital wireless whole home speaker system for iPod.  The Eos base speaker system 

broadcasts interference-free CD quality audio throughout your home, inside and out – up to 150 feet.   The Eos 

system lets you add up to four digital wireless speaker satellites...so you can locate speaker satellites in any room 

of your home.  Extraordinary acoustic engineering gives the Eos system an incomparable deep rich sound quality.

www.eoswireless.com

IPod not included
EOS-100TR  system includes base and one wireless speaker.  Additional wireless speakers available separately. Eos is a registered trademark of IntelliTouch. 
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The Eos base station combines a Wi-Fi friendly 2.4GHz digital wireless transmitter 
with incredible sounding 2.1 stereo surround sound speaker system with ported 
sub woofer.  The base charges your iPod as it plays and broadcasts CD quality 
music to up to 4 satellite speakers throughout your home, inside or out -- and the 
Eos wireless remote allows you to control your the base and your iPod from up to 
30 feet away.  With the auxiliary input jack on the Eos base station you can play 
and broadcast audio from any audio source...not just your iPod. 

Eos system includes a base station speaker/transmitter and a wireless satellite speaker (model EOS-100-1).  
Additional satellite speakers available separately (Model  EOS-100R)

Wi-Fi friendly 2.4 GHz digital wireless audio with error correction assures interference-free reception

Broadcasts CD quality sound over 150 feet throughout your home, inside and out

Supports up to 4 individual wireless stereo satellite speakers 

Clean, powerful 2.1 stereo surround sound from advanced neodymium tweeters and a ported sub woofer

SRS WOW! surround sound improves dynamic audio performance, expands the size of the audio image and 
improves low frequency sound

True whole home audio brings music into every room of your home

Auxiliary audio input allows you to broadcast from any audio source (home entertainment systems, cable and 
internet radio, satellite radio, computers, CD & MP3 players…)

Integrated Universal Dock for iPod, supports 3G, 4G, Mini, Nano and the new 5G Video iPods

digital wireless whole home audio system

www.eoswireless.com

Wireless Satellite Speaker 
(Model  EOS-100R) 

Base Station Speaker/Transmitter
(Model  EOS-100T)

Revolutionary designed stereo satellite speakers feature a removable, integrated power supply that 
allows the speaker to mount directly on the wall power outlet or sit independently on a counter top 
or bookshelf.  Put audio anywhere in your home without the hassle of wires -- each system supports 
up to 4 wireless stereo speakers.  Each incredible sounding satellite speaker is fitted with an 
incredible sounding 2.1 stereo surround sound speaker system with ported sub woofer. 
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iPod sold separately 


